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In this note, we generalize the concept of multiplication table by connecting
with lattice points. Then we introduce and proof a generalization of Erdo¨s
multiplication table theorem.
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Consider the following n× n Multiplication Table (we call after this MTn×n):
1 2 3 · · · n
2 4 6 · · · 2n






n 2n 3n · · · n2
One of the wonderful results about MTn×n is the following theorem [2]:







In fact M(n) is the number of distinct numbers that you can find in MTn×n. Asymp-
totic behavior of M(n) is an open problem! The following table include some com-



















Now, consider lattice points on a quarter of plan;
L2(n) :=
{
(a, b) ∈ N2 : 1 ≤ a, b ≤ n}.
Clearly, MTn×n is generated by multiplying point’s entries in L2(n). This idea is
generalizable! Consider the following lattice in Rk:
Lk(n) :=
{
(a1, a2, · · · , ak) ∈ Nk : 1 ≤ a1, a2, · · · , ak ≤ n
}
.
Generalized Multiplication Table. A k−dimensional multiplication table, de-
noted by MTkn×n, is a k−dimensional array of nk numbers in Rk in which every




















Proof: According to the definition of Mk(n), we have
Mk+1(n) < nMk(n).
Considering this fact with Erdo¨s’s result and with Linnik-Vinogradov’s result yield
the results of theorem, respectively.
We end this short note with the following table inclosing the values of Mk(n) for some
k and n. For generating this table we used the following kind of program in Maple




n M2(n) M3(n) M4(n) M5(n)
10 42 120 275 546
20 152 732 2670 8052
30 308 1909 8679 31856
40 517 3919 21346 OCCOC?
50 800 7431 49076 OCCOC?
?Out of our computer’s computational capacity!
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